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THE BOOK

The Livre de chasse was written be-

tween 1387 and 1389 by Gaston 

Phoebus, count of Foix and vis-

count of Béarn, and dedicated to the 

duke of Burgundy, Philip the Bold. 

The count had a difficult tempera-

ment and an eventful life, and was a 

great hunter and particularly fond of 

hunting and books on hunting and 

falconry. Phoebus’s work was, until 

the late 16th century, every hunting 

enthusiast’s bible

In addition to the Livre de chasse 
itself, this manuscript contains the 

Livre d’oraisons (a prayer books) al-

so penned by Gaston Phoebus, plus 

another treatise on hunting enti-

tled Déduits de la chasse by Gace de la 

Buigne. Its pages are illustrated with 

87 miniatures of outstanding quali-

ty that rank amongst the most attrac-

tive examples of early fifteenth-cen-

tury Parisian illumination. Indeed, 

very few books teaching the art of 

hunting have such lavish illustra-

tions on a par with those found in 

Bibles.

 

THE LESSONS 

IN THE MANUSCRIPT

Until the late 16th century, the Livre 
de chasse was the hunting enthusiast’s 

bible, a seven-chapter manual for 

hunters with a prologue and epilogue 

that describes in detail how to hunt 

successfully with hounds. Its text in-

tended for young readers, combines 

the conciseness of a lesson with the 

keen interest of a man devoted to 

the subject. Gaston Phoebus never 

belittles the importance of the ani-

mals involved in hunting, particular-

ly the hound, the hunter’s faithful 

companion. Readers learn about the 

different breeds and their nature, 

how to train and feed them and even 

treat their illnesses, and discover 

that hunting – the preferred pastime 

of every medieval lord – involves a 

great many professional and human 

skills and qualities and is, therefore, 

far more than simply a leisure-time 

activity.

But if we focussed only on its 

technical content, we would miss the 

essence of Gaston Phoebus’s book. 

Indeed, looking beyond the hunting 

context, this original and person-

al treatise is above all a child of its 

times, an era characterised by a per-

vading idea of sin and fear of dam-

nation. In this book, Gaston Phoe-

bus presents hunting as an act of 

redemption enabling hunters to go 

straight to heaven. Being a physical 

activity requiring a certain expertise, 

hunting is indeed an excellent way 

of avoiding the idle hands for which 

the devil finds work, keeping the 

body and mind well occupied and 

thus avoiding all temptation. 

ILLUSTR ATION

The miniatures are the work of sever-

al artists, particularly a group known 

as the Bedford school, amongst 

whom Master of the Adelphi stands 

out due to his keen eye and deco-

rative style – factors that make his 

works exemplify International Goth-

ic. One artist who collaborated with 

this group was the Egerton Master, 

whose style resembles that of the 

Limbourg brothers. 

The artists use their flawless mas-

tery of the canons of medieval art to 

further the teaching aims of Gaston 

Phoebus. The miniatures’ superb-

ly decorated backgrounds are remi-

niscent of the tapestries of that peri-

od but on a smaller scale. The artists 

seek not so much to portray an ac-

tual space as to highlight a hierar-

chy of values. Everything is calculat-

ed and designed within a coherent 

discourse. Hence the passage of time 

is suggested by the different ages of 

the figures, and their activities, rela-

tionships and spatial location, all of 

which draws a parallel between the 

hunting season and a lifetime of 

learning. The well-ordered and mi-

metic appearance of the elements 

portrayed are brimming with great-

ness and serenity, revealing to the 

reader a well-managed hunt, whilst 

providing not merely a hunting les-

son but a lesson for life.

• Shelf mark: Français 616
• Provenance: Paris, early 15th c.
• Size: ±380 x 280 mm
• 436 pages, 87 miniatures
• Bound in Morocco leather
• Full-colour commentary volume
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This book of hours is so magnificent 

that its royal owner, Henry IV of 

France, associated himself with it by 

having his arms stamped on its front 

and back covers. Over the centuries, 

the manuscript was safeguarded in 

the royal collections, first at the 

Louvre Palace and then, from 1720 

onwards, in the King’s Library.

UNUSUAL 

ICONOGR APHY

It is obvious upon opening this man-

uscript, that it is a unique and out-

standing work, a manuscript that lit-

erally shines with a thousand lights 

– the least one can say about a co-

dex whose every page of text has a 

gilded ground. The margins are del-

icately and stylishly decorated with 

foliage motifs. Another rare and 

surprising element occurring on 

several occasions is where the let-

ters of the alphabet are used to fill 

the borders. 
But these are not the only unu-

sual elements. Unlike the custom 

in that period, the large initials are 

painted white with purple highlights. 

In addition, the lavish iconograph-

ic cycle with its purple and golden 

highlights, consisting of more than 

sixty paintings inspired by the New 

Testament, is a rare – and remarka-

ble – example of grisaille illumina-

tion from the turn of the 16th cen-

tury. Finally, the calendar, and also 

the four small scenes of the Passion 

set inside the columns of text, are il-

lustrated with line drawings upon a 

gilded ground.

To learn more about its attribu-

tion, we must rely on what the many 

images themselves can tell us. Ac-

cording to art historians, the style is 

very similar to that of the atelier of 

Jean Pichore, a prolific Parisian illu-

minator influenced by Jean Bourdi-

chon and Jean Poyer. François Avril 

is of the opinion that one artist in 

this atelier has distinguishing fea-

tures that can be recognised in sever-

al manuscripts including the one un-

der study here. 

A TEXT IN KEEPING 

WITH TR ADITION

In all other respects, the ninety fo-

lia in this manuscript embody all 

the most traditional features of the 

book of hours typical of that peri-

od, i.e. a calendar, Gospel lessons, 

prayers to the Virgin, the Passion ac-

cording to St John, the Hours of the 

Virgin, the Hours of the Holy Ghost, 

the Penitential Psalms and litanies, 

the Office of the Dead and the Suf-

frages of the Saints.

Finally, as was the norm in all 

books of hours dating from the Mid-

dle Ages and the Renaissance, the 

text is written in black and the head-

ings in red. The saints’ names in the 

calendar are written in alternating 

red and black ink.

• Shelf mark: Latin 1171
• Date: Late 15th – early 16th century 

(?)
• Size: 225 × 155mm
• 90 folios, 60 full-page grisaille 

miniatures, 16 small pen-and-ink 
miniatures 

• Bound in Morocco leather
• Full-colour commentary volume
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